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27-Jul 26-Jul Chg 27-Jul 26-Jul Chg

 INDICES  FOREX

  FBM SHARIAH 12,691.33      12,676.25 0.12%   RM/USD 4.0625       4.0610       0.04%

  FBM KLCI 1,769.14        1,766.23    0.16%  COMMODITIES

  FBM EMAS 12,558.28      12,546.28 0.10%   CPO/tonne (RM) 2,186.00    2,202.00   -0.73%

  DJIA 25,451.06      25,527.07 -0.30%   Oil/barrel (US$) 68.69          69.61         -1.32%

  S&P 500 2,818.82        2,837.44    -0.66%   Gold/ounce (US$) 1,223.26    1,222.64   0.05%

  NASDAQ 7,737.42        7,852.19    -1.46%   Rubber SMR20/kg (sen) 534.00       534.50       -0.09%
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Corporate News 

 
IHH audit committee head opposed Fortis buy 
An independent non-executive director of IHH Healthcare had voiced dissent over the group’s planned acquisition of a 
controlling stake in India’s Fortis Healthcare. IHH is acquiring a 31.1% stake in Fortis at 170 Indian rupees per share for a 
total consideration of 40bn Indian rupees (about RM2.35bn), through a preferential allotment and a mandatory open 
offer for up to 26% voting share capital of the company. Subsequently, IHH will make a mandatory open offer for up to 
26% interest in Fortis Malar Hospitals Ltd, as required under the Indian Takeover Code. (Source: The Edge) 
 
TM, TNB terminate MoU on nationwide fiberisation plan 
TM and TNB have terminated the MoU signed by the 2 groups to jointly develop an implementation plan to deliver on 
the government's Nationwide Fiberisation Plan (NFP). The decision to discontinue the MoU was mutual and with 
immediate effect. TNB and TM have mutually agreed not to proceed with the collaboration on NFP. (Source: The Edge) 
 
Bumi Armada, Maxis unit yet to receive court documents over Aircel-Maxis case 
Bumi Armada nor its 95%-owned subsidiary Bumi Armada Navigation SB (BAN) has been served with any official court 
documents in relation to the Aircel-Maxis case in India. The companies are not aware of any of the allegations against 
them. Bumi Armada and BAN are therefore unable to comment on the matters reported in the media at this juncture. 
(Source: The Edge) 
 
Zeti is Sime Darby Property’s new chairman 
Sime Darby Property has appointed former Bank Negara governor Tan Sri Zeti Akhtar Aziz as its new non-independent 
and non-executive chairman, effective immediately. She takes over from Tan Sri Abdul Wahid Omar who had retired 
from the position at the end of June. Her presence reaffirms PNB’s commitment to Sime Darby Property and their 
transformation journey. (Source: The Edge) 
 
IJM Land to launch Suria Pantai affordable homes by year-end 
IJM Land will launch affordable housing project Suria Pantai, a part of its Pantai Sentral Park mixed-use development at 
Pantai Dalam in the 4Q18 with units going for RM275,000. The Federal Territories Affordable Houses (Rumawip) 
development will offer 896 units of leasehold apartments within a 34-storey building. The units have a built-up size of 
800 sq ft with 3 bedrooms and basic facilities, such as swimming pool, wading pool and multipurpose hall, suitable for 
young buyers who are looking for a first home. (Source: The Edge) 
 
Bertam Alliance’s MD sells 10.2m shares or 4.9% stake off market 
Bertam Alliance has seen about 10.2m shares or about 4.93% stake owned by its group managing director being sold off 
market at 30 sen/share. Lim Nyuk Foh, the Group’s MD sold about 10.2m shares off-market today while another 1.12m 
was disposed of in the open market. Following the disposal, Lim remains the single largest shareholder at Bertam with 
an 18.2% interest. (Source: The Edge) 
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DNeX launches online halal platform in the Philippines  
DNeX has launched its GoHalal platform in the Philippines through its wholly-owned subsidiary Global Market 
eCommerce Sdn Bhd (GMeC). This is a key initiative after an agreement signed last month between the company and 
the Local Government of Naga City of the Philippines, and the Department of Education Division of Naga City. Under the 
agreement, DNeX will be given the opportunity to implement overall initiatives for a halal hub in the Philippines, 
including the development of blueprint, systems and framework for the halal hub. (Source: The Edge) 
 
Nextgreen terminates MoU with China Nuclear 
Nextgreen Global Bhd has terminated its MoU with China Nuclear Industry Huaxing Construction Co Ltd to develop and 
manage the 2

nd
 and 3

rd
 phases of its Green Technology Park. Nextgreen has not entered into any definitive or 

cooperative agreement with China Nuclear pursuant to the MoU. Both parties will continue to explore cooperation 
opportunities in the foreseeable future. As recently as April 24, it was still in negotiation with China Nuclear with 
regards to the terms of the cooperation agreement in relation to the joint venture company. (Source: The Edge) 
 
AirAsia gained RM376m from airport incentives till 2017 — MAHB 
AirAsia has benefited about RM376m from the various incentive programmes up until 2017, says Malaysia Airports 
Holdings Bhd (MAHB). MAHB has supported low-cost travel growth through a series of incentive programmes since 
2002. These incentive programmes included the Infancy Support Programme from 2002-2007 and the Enhanced 
Incentive Programme from 2007 to 2009. At a time when the true growth potential of low-cost travel was still 
uncertain, MAHB had taken a bold step of investing close to RM360m in building and expanding the first low-cost 
carrier terminal (LCCT) in Sepang from 2006 up till the opening of klia2. (Source: The Edge) 
 
I-Bhd 2Q net profit up 5.6% on higher profit margin 
Property developer I-Bhd's net profit rose 5.6% to RM22.31m in the 2QFY18, from RM21.12m a year ago, thanks to a 
hike in profit margin for the current quarter under review, arising from the cost adjustment as a result of changes in the 
national tax regime. This resulted in a higher eps of 2.1 sen for 2QFY18, from 1.99 sen 2QFY17. This was despite the 
group posting lower revenue for the current quarter under review, down 18.8% to RM107.16m, from RM131.94m in 
2QFY17. For the 1HFY18, I-Bhd's net profit rose 11.1% to RM 46.8m, from RM42.12m a year ago, while revenue grew 
10.9% to RM266.51m, from RM240.39m in 1HFY17. (Source: The Edge) 
 
Caring Pharmacy 4Q net profit up 35% on higher sales 
Caring Pharmacy’s net profit rose 35% to RM5.87m for the 4QFY18, from RM4.36m a year earlier, on higher sales due 
to aggressive promotional campaigns. Eps increased to 2.7 sen from 2.0 sen. Revenue for the quarter rose 8% to 
RM129.35m, from RM119.5m previously. During the quarter under review, Caring Pharmacy opened 1 new complex 
outlet. (Source: The Edge) 
 
JAKS files injunction in Court of Appeal to halt RM50m payment to Star 
JAKS Resources filed a fresh injunction in the Court of Appeal today to restrain 2 banks from releasing RM50m 
guarantee to Star Media. This comes after the High Court dismissed a similar injunction application yesterday, filed by 
the group through its subsidiary JAKS Island Circle SB (JIC). The solicitors of JIC has on 24 July 2018 filed notices of 
motion for Erinford injunction with the Court of Appeal. The RM50m bank guarantee is in relation to an agreement 
between Star Media and JIC for the latter to develop a 15-storey tower within the Pacific Star development in Section 
13, Petaling Jaya. (Source: The Edge) 
 
JAKS's latest injunction application against Star to be heard on Friday 
Star Media confirmed that it has been served with a fresh Erinford injunction by JAKS Resources. The Court of Appeal 
has fixed Friday to hear the injunction. JAKS has filed a fresh injunction in the Court of Appeal to restrain 2 banks from 
releasing RM50m guarantee to Star Media. (Source: The Edge) 
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Uzma gets five-year umbrella contract from Petronas Carigali 
Uzma Engineering SB (UESB), has secured a 5-year umbrella contract from Petronas Carigali SB for the provision of 
drilling fluids and associated services for Petroleum Arrangement Contractors (PACs). There is no firm value for the 
umbrella contract, as it depends on work orders to be issued to it from time to time at the discretion of PACs. The 
tenure of the umbrella contract is 5 years from the date of the Letter of Award dated May 30, 2018. (Source: The Edge) 
 
Lower contribution from construction dampen Gadang's 4Q profit; declares 3 sen dividend 
Gadang posted a 21.7% drop in net profit to RM23.27m in the Q4 ended May 31, 2018 from RM29.73m a year ago, on 
poorer construction earnings, mitigated by stronger property profits. However, revenue increased 4.09% to 
RM182.01m, from RM174.85m a year ago, on continuing progress of its construction projects, including those related 
to the refinery and petrochemical integrated development project (RAPID) in Pengerang, Johor, 2

nd
 line of the Klang 

Valley mass rapid transit, Tun Razak Exchange, and Cyberjaya Hospital. (Source: The Edge) 
 
Vizione sees record 4Q on construction works undertaken by new unit 
Vizione posted another quarter of record earnings as net profit soared by 60.4 times to RM11m in the fourth FY18 
compared to RM183,000 a year ago, mainly due to construction works undertaken during the period by a newly 
acquired subsidiary. The group also saw revenue increase by about 6.9x to RM110.7m in the quarter from RM16.1m in 
4QFY17. For the full FY18, Vizione saw net profit grow by 43.8x to RM26.2m from RM598,000 in the previous year. The 
group's FY18 revenue is 8.4x higher at RM413.2m compared to RM49.1m in FY17. (Source: The Edge) 
 
Marine & General bags RM17m contract to supply vessel 
Marine & General (M&G)’s unit has been awarded a contract worth RM17m, to provide a straight supply vessel (SSV) in 
support of a client's operations. The contract, which was awarded by Hess Exploration and Production Malaysia B.V. to 
its unit Jasa Merin (Malaysia) SB (JMM), will commence on Aug 1. The contract is for a primary duration of 3 years, with 
2 annual extension options for Hess. The primary term of the contract valued at RM17m is expected to contribute 
positively to the group's earnings for the FY18. (Source: The Edge) 
 
Higher cost base at KK airport's T1 constraining its 'big plans', says AirAsia 
The higher cost base by operating out of Terminal 1 (T1) of Kota Kinabalu International Airport (KKIA) is constraining the 
budget airline's big plans to make the airport a hub for its services into China, South Korea, Japan and India, and a 
transit point between Australia and North Asia. As such, AirAsia is hoping that operations at T2 can be revived for low-
cost carrier (LCC) use. T2 will be better than before, and there will be no cost to Malaysia Airports (MAHB) or Sabah 
state government. 
(Source: The Edge) 
 
Prestariang inks agreement with PTPTN to drive employability and engagement of student borrowers 
Prestariang has entered into an agreement with PTPTN to drive employability and engagement of student borrowers. 
The agreement follows and supersedes a MOU signed between Prestariang and PTPTN on March 8 this year. The 
collaboration will be through a pilot borrowers’ employability programme called ‘JobMatching PTPTN’ targeted at 
upskilling current PTPTN borrowers to the job market through ‘Place and Train model. The ‘Place & Train’ model will 
include job matching to industry requirements through talent profiling and a series of soft skills and communications 
trainingy. The agreement did not state total contract price. However, the group said PTPTN shall grant financial 
assistant up to RM2,000 to each eligible programme participant. (Source: The Edge) 

 
ViTrox’s 2Q profit up 30% on higher sales 
Automated machine vision inspection system developer ViTrox posted a 30% increase in net profit to RM27.76m in its 
Q2FY2018 from RM21.34m a year ago. Eps rose to 5.9 sen, from 4.55 sen previously. The improved bottom line was 
driven by higher revenues from the Machine Vision System (MVS) and Automated Board Inspection (ABI) segments, the 
former expanding 60% yoy, and the latter 23% over the same period. (Source: The Edge) 
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Ancom 4Q net profit doubles on improved performance, but full year remains flattish 
Driven by higher segmental profit from its agricultural and industrial chemicals, logistics, and IT divisions, Ancom has 
doubled its net profit to RM8.51m in the Q4 ended May 31, from RM4.2m in the corresponding quarter a year ago. Eps 
amounted to 3.95 sen against 1.95 sen previously. The improved segmental profit in the agricultural and industrial 
chemicals division was due to higher volume sales for certain industrial chemical products. (Source: The Edge) 
 
Tan Chong forms JV in New York to distribute exports from Southeast Asia 
Tan Chong announced the formation of a JV company in New York to allow the group to develop new distribution 
channels in the US and Canada for exports from Southeast Asia. The new company, Tan Chong Warisan Resources 
Management, is owned on a 51:49 basis by Tan Chong's wholly-owned unit TCMSC (Labuan) Pte Ltd and MAT (Labuan) 
Pte Ltd, a wholly-owned unit of Warisan TC Holdings. The JV will also be involved in sourcing new products, ideas and 
technologies in the US and Canada which can bring value to the group. It will also engage in identifying new business 
opportunities on exports to the US and Canada, and sourcing established brand products from the 2 countries for retail 
and distribution in Southeast Asia. (Source: The Edge) 
 
US trade war claims first Malaysian victim 
The US trade war against China has claimed its first local victim, with Pantech warning that it could see a 20% reduction 
in revenue for the remaining months of the current financial year FY19. Nevertheless, the group expects its overall 
performance for FY19 to remain profitable. Pantech’s net profit rose by a marginal 1.1% to RM14.12m in the 1QFY19 
from RM13.96m a year ago, mainly due to the increase in sales demand from both trading and manufacturing divisions. 
(Source: The Edge) 
 
Ajiya 2Q earnings increase by threefold to RM4.86m 
Ajiya’s net profit for the 2Q ended May 31, 2018 surged 201.86% to RM4.86m or 1.62 sen per share, from RM1.62m or 
0.53 sen per share a year earlier, as the revenue and margin of certain products showed improvements. Quarterly 
revenue rose 14.64% to RM103.74m from RM90.48m, mainly on higher demand for the group's metal products. For the 
6-month cumulative period, the group's net profit fell 43.94% to RM5.97m from RM10.66m a year ago, while revenue 
was up 5.5% to RM194.47m from RM184.32m. (Source: The Edge) 
 
Axiata to incur non-cash financial loss of up to RM3bn from Idea-Vodafone India merger 
Axiata will record a non-cash financial loss of RM1.5bn to RM3bn following the approval by the Department of 
Telecommunications (DoT) of India on the merger between India Cellular Ltd (Idea), Vodafone India Ltd (Vodafone 
India) and Vodafone Mobile Services Ltd. The reclassification of Idea from associate to simple investment upon 
completion of the scheme is attributed to the dilution of Axiata's shareholding in the merged enlarged Idea-Vodafone 
entity from 16.33% to 8.17%, which will result in loss of certain shareholder's rights as provided under the subscription 
agreement dated June 25, 2008 between Axiata and Idea. (Source: The Edge) 
 
TNB electricity project in Janda Baik receives EIA, EMP approvals 
The construction project for the electricity delivery network through the forest area around Janda Baik has received the 
Environmental Impact Assessment (EIA) and Environmental Management Plan (EMP) reports. The project belonging to 
TNB and costing RM1.5bn received the EIA approval on Oct 12, 2017 followed by the EMP on Dec 28, 2017. The project 
is a national project with the government acting as the facilitator, involved the Lentang forest reserve area measuring 
170 hectares, from Janda Baik to Lenggeng, Negeri Sembilan. (Source: Bernama) 
 
Gabungan AQRS units file suits for breach of contract 
Gabungan AQRS has filed 2 separate suits to several parties for the breach of contract for the provision of 
accommodation to Petronas Chemicals Fertiliser Sabah SB. The suits have been filed by 2 of its subsidiaries, namely 
Trusvest SB and Gabungan Strategik SB (GSSB) respectively, against Seri Wilayah Engineering Sdn Bhd and 6 others, and 
Imaprima SB and 6 others, respectively. Noting Trusvest alleged that the consortium of Seri Wilayah Engineering and 
REMT Utama SB had breached the terms and conditions of a sub-contract, Gabungan AQRS said Trusvest has also 
pleaded various causes of actions, including inducing breach of contract, breach of statutory and fiduciary duties, fraud, 
collusion, and conspiracy. (Source: The Edge) 
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Dayang Enterprise bags five-year contract from Murphy Oil 
Dayang, has secured a 5-year contract from Murphy Sarawak Oil and Murphy Sabah Oil for the provision of Pan 
Malaysia maintenance, construction and modification (PM-MCM). There is no firm value on the contract, as it depends 
on work orders to be issued to it at a fixed schedule of rates. The duration of the contract is for a primary period of 5 
years effective from July 17, 2018 and shall expire on July 16, 2023 with an option to extend for a period of 1 year. 
(Source: The Edge) 
 
TMC Life Sciences’ parent Thomson Medical inks JV with IVI-RMA Global for assisted reproductive technologies 
Thomson Medical Group (TMG) has inked a JV agreement with IVI-RMA Global, to set up the first private assisted 
reproductive technologies (ART) centre in Asia. The exclusive JV agreement is said to be in line with the region's 
growing demand for assisted reproduction, mainly through in vitro fertilisation (IVF) procedures, especially in markets 
such as China, Indonesia and Vietnam. The partnership is aimed at bringing IVI-RMA Global’s best and latest technology, 
knowledge and expertise of assisted reproduction to Asia. It will therefore allow TMG to become the first private ART 
integrated service, training and education, and research platform in the region. (Source: The Edge) 
 
Prasarana will cooperate fully with MACC on investigations into LRT3 project 
Prasarana Malaysia will give its full cooperation to the Malaysian Anti-Corruption Commission (MACC) and other 
agencies investigating any element of corruption and abuse of power in the LRT 3 project. Commenting on a report that 
MACC is conducting investigations on Prasarana's board of directors and top management from 2014 to 2017 as well as 
consultants, contractors and project delivery partners (PDP) involved in the LRT3 project, it said its board and 
management view any wrongdoing affecting the organisation's integrity and reputation seriously. It added that it will 
cooperate fully with the authorities in any investigations involving Prasarana. (Source: The Edge) 
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